Join Culinary Passport Food and Wine Journeys of a Lifetime for the
Greatest 9 Days of Spanish Gastronomy
October 24th – November 1st 2015***

Embark with us on a “Food and Wine Journey of a Lifetime”. This Culinary Passport will
take us on a journey through 8 regions of Spain. We will start in Barcelona, end in Madrid,
stopping in San Sebastian and Toledo visiting 8 regions of Spain, with journey stops at some
of the most special points of interest of the country’s gastronomy, such as private visits to
prestigious producers and tastings of top wines, olive oil, Jamón Ibérico, cheese and
saffron***.
Culinary
encounters
at
Michelin starred restaurants
will
reveal
Spain’s
contemporary
menu
that
artfully combines traditional
flavours with a modern flare.
On the other hand, we will also
enjoy the Spanish custom of
‘tapear’ -tasting small portions
of local specialties Tapas- that
will also introduce an array of
Spanish
atmosphere
and
flavours.
You will be amazed by the
splendor of Spain with its
intensely rich history, captivating
customs, breathtaking natural
treasures
and
deliciously
tantalizing cuisine. Whether it is a
walk along the ancient streets of
the old towns, the rhythmic steps
of flamenco dancers or flavors of
its varied cuisine, Spain offers
something for everyone.
Prepare your camera and your taste buds; this program will pleasantly combine history,
vintages and amazing food.

Culinary Passport’s Spain Itinerary:
9 Days – 8 Regions
Day 1, Saturday 24th October: Arrival in Barcelona

Chef’s note: Spanish gastronomy is one of my favorites because of its diversity. Spain’s
broad history with many cultural influences has led to a variety of exceptional cuisines
with many different specialties and flavor components. Its dishes are greatly
diversified and vary because of its region, culture and climate. Spanish cuisine is
renowned for fresh ingredients that vary significantly and is dependent on geography.
It is heavily influenced by seafood but also known for the world’s finest cured meats,
superlative wines and the most expensive spice “Saffron”.
Welcome to Barcelona. As the capital city of Catalonia, Barcelona combines tradition, avant-garde art,
innovative cuisine and modern architecture in a beautiful setting between Mediterranean beaches and
the hills of Montjuïc. This amazing world-class city offers visitors the best of yesterday and today all
in one. Roman ruins can be found in the historical centre right down the street from the remarkable
Sagrada Familia, Gaudi’s most impressive modernism masterpiece that has been under construction
since 1882. The city’s commitment to preserve the past while reaching for the future has also
influenced its cuisine. Innovative style and cosmopolitan pizzazz accent the Catalan cuisine, but the
true secret is found in the quality Mediterranean ingredients.
Upon arrival in Barcelona on October 27th, you will be greeted at the airport, after the customs area,
and transferred to your luxury accommodations by private van service. This evening we will be
staying at 5 Star Hotel Palace, one of Europe’s most highly regarded hotels (or similar), in a classic
premium room or higher (suites available upon request at an additional cost.) After checking in here
are a few suggestions:
Optional, Depending on your Arrival Time you’ll have a chance to unwind and explore the city’s
enchanting streets, with quiet squares and attractive corners - home to an abundant collection of
Gothic buildings, both civil and religious, such as the Cathedral, Casa del Canonges, the Church of
Santa Maria del Mar, and Gaudi’s amazing jewels that dot the city centre.
A stop at the Boqueria, Barcelona’s oldest and most famous market is a must. The locals often say, “If
you can’t find it at the Boqueria, you won’t find it anywhere.” The array of local produce, fish, meats,
vegetables and more is a true pleasure for the senses.
This evening you will meet your host, world-renowned chef Erik Blauberg and his team of culinary
and travel experts. This will also be an opportunity to meet your fellow travelers. We will enjoy a flute
of Cava Torellò Brut Nature (one of the most prestigious Spanish sparkling wine producers) to toast
the beginning of our culinary journey exploring 8 regions of Spain. After we toast, we will make our
way to the hotel’s famed Michelin Star restaurant (or similar), At the Caelis, we will enjoy the
signature cuisine and wine pairing of a renowned chef. A Mediterranean representative of haute
cuisine, this chef creates dreamlike experiences with each dish.
[Dinner included]

Day 2, Sunday 25th October: Olive oil experience while moving to Basque Country

Chef’s note: The Romans first planted
olive trees in Spain. Spain supplied
the Roman Empire with the majority
of its olive oil. It is an important
ingredient of M editerranean cooking.
The extra virgin oil is low in
saturated fat and the vitamin content
is high. I like to cook with it and
mostly use it as finishing oil as it has
a great flavor.

This morning after breakfast, we will
board our luxury motor coach and make
our way towards San Sebastian. We will
stop along the way for lunch at a
traditional restaurant in Lerida or
Zaragoza. Here where you will taste
some of the most famous regional
specialties such as Escalivada a la
Llenya (traditional Catalan dish made of
wooden roasted vegetables), Esqueixada
de bacallà (a traditional Catalan salad that consists of desalted and torn dried and salted cod
mixed with vegetables, such as tomatoes, onions, and sometimes pepper) or Pan torrat amb
tomàquet (toasted bread with tomatoes and olive oil).
The most important meeting of the day will be in Tudela, at one of the most prestigious olive
oil groves Hacienda. Here, under the guide of one of Spain’s olive oil experts, you will enjoy
an amazing olive oil experience. You will learn how to recognize the different characteristics
of Spanish extra virgin olive oil. Special appetizers will accompany the olive oil tasting.
Depending on weather conditions, we could possibly see how the olive oil is milled and
elaborated.
After this visit, we will travel to today’s final destination, San Sebastian.
**Overnight stay in San Sebastian, Hotel Maria Cristina Hotel, Hotel Villa Soro, or similar.
[Breakfast and Lunch included]

Day 3, Monday 26th October: San Sebastian and the famous Basque cuisine

Chef’s note: San Sebastián is a Basque gem- it has the sun, sea and gastronomy. W e
will experience one of the greatest cities in Europe in regards to culinary delights.
Amazing tapas, the freshest seafood, more M ichelin Stars per capita than any other
city.

Today we are in San Sebastian, Basque Country. Traditional and trailblazing, this charming
town has been a famous vacation site and summer residence for Spanish aristocrat families,
with its natural beauty and romantic setting – earning the name the Pearl of the Cantabrian
Sea. The jewel in Spain's culinary crown, San Sebastián is recognized as one of the world’s
finest cities for foodies, whether it’s for the endless amount of bars serving a limitless array of
"pintxos" (the Basque word for tapas) or because it has the highest number of Michelin Stars
per square meter in the world. The origins of the Basque culinary traditions can be found at
the Sociedades Gastronomicas, private cooking club not opened to the public, some of which
are still men-only. These clubs date back to the XVIII century. Originally members gathered
in old taverns and sidrerias (cider houses) to chat about the day and share their passion for
cooking.
Today you will enjoy a private hands-on cooking class at one of these authentic Sociedad
Gastronómica. Their Executive “hands on” Chef in collaboration with world renowned Chef
Erik Blauberg will teach you how to prepare very traditional Basque recipes such as: Arroz
con almejas (Rice soupe with clams), Merluza en salsa verde (Hake in green sauce),
Pantxineta (a traditional Basque dessert invented at the beginning of the twentieth century by
the bakery Otaegui House, in San Sebastian). Depending on the ‘catch of the day’ at the fish
market, you may also taste a bite of the famous kokotxas hake al pil pil (Kokotxas are a real
delicacy, they are a small gelatinous piece extracted of the hake’s head prepared with a very
famous Basque technique of shaking constantly the pan) and almejas en salsa verde (clams in
green sauce),…
Later this afternoon will be at your leisure for some shopping or just to relax back at the hotel.
Just before dinner time we will meet our local guide that will drive to discover the beauty and
the history of San Sebastian and to a traditional Tapas tour. Tapas are called Pintxos here.
You will discover that it is not necessary to sit down at a white linen table to taste some of the
best Basque Cooking. Bar counters are lined with pintxos, small and very delicious culinary
masterpieces. From simple to sophisticated recipes, these pintxos are also known as “Cooking
in miniature”.
**Overnight in San Sebastian, Hotel Londres y de Inglaterra or similar.
[Breakfast, Lunch and Partial Dinner Included]

Day 4, Tuesday 27th October: Discovering La Rioja on the way to Toledo

Chef’s note: Spain is the third largest producer of
wine in the world. I prefer to visit small producers of
artisanal ingredients. W ith limited production, these
ingredients are so special and unique they make the
art of cooking easy to enjoy.

Today will be a very exciting day. We will cross 4
different autonomous regions of Spain. After breakfast,
we will board our luxury motor coach and start our
journey towards Toledo. Our first stop will be in La
Rioja. Often synonymous with wine, La Rioja counts
more than 1000 wineries and is home to Spain’s most
internationally recognized wines. Today, these exquisite
wines are the unique product of centuries of tradition
combined with modern technology. La Rioja is considered to be the wine enthusiast’s dream
destination.
We will begin with the visit to one of the oldest and prestigious winery of La Rioja, Viña
Tondonia- Lopez de Heredia. Combining a strong passion for winemaking and a rich heritage,
this family winery produces some of Rioja’s most consistent top quality wines.
Following strictly the traditional winemaking methods defined by Rafael López de Heredia
back in 1877, you will see no stainless-steel vat or temperature control. We will be among the
few people in the world to taste some of the old vintages of the Grandes-Reservas that Rioja
has made famous, but also some of the unusual oak aged white wines that are produced like
no one else in this winery.
From Haro, we venture south to a small village where we will enjoy a sample of the
worldwide famous Spanish contemporary cuisine at Restaurante El Portal (or equivalent), a
Michelin starred venue, where you will enjoy a food and wine tasting menu designed by their
famous Chef. A combination of cutting edge techniques and quality local ingredients make
this meal a true pleasure for the senses.
After lunch we will cross part of the Spanish meseta in the old region of Castille, then pass by
Madrid to reach Toledo in La Mancha.
Check in at the hotel and a free evening to enjoy dinner at your leisure.
**Overnight in Toledo, Hotel Hilton Buenavista
[Breakfast and Lunch Included]

Day 5, Wednesday 28th October: Experiencing saffron harvesting and cooking

Chef’s note: I am always in search of the world’s rare most expensive ingredient, and
its origin. W e travel to Spain in search of saffron. On this journey you w ill have the
privilege of picking your own saffron and learn how to peel, toast and cook this very
special spice.

Today you will enjoy a very unique experience - harvesting your own saffron. You will
participate in the picking, peeling and roasting of this rare product. After today you will
understand why saffron is the most expensive spice in the world.
Saffron originated in the Near East and was much appreciated as a colorant and for its
therapeutic properties. The Moors who discovered excellent growing conditions on the La
Mancha plains brought it to Spain as a crop.
First we will move to the saffron crops for the picking. Harvesting time is at the end of
October to early November. The rose blooms at dawn and must be picked from the soil
instantly since the flower lasts but a few hours. Lengthy exposure to light must be avoided,
otherwise the flower withers and the stigmas lose color and aroma.
Afterwards, we will move to the village where the flowers are taken to have the stigmas
removed from the rest of the flower. Here the Roseras (highly skilled women) will teach you
the rest of the process. The “peeling” of the saffron flowers is done by hand and is called
monda. It is considered the most delicate part of the whole process. The toasting and drying
finalize the process.
Later you will learn the secrets of cooking with saffron. During a cooking class in
collaboration with Chef Erik Blauberg, you will prepare some of the most exquisite dishes
that require this very special spice, from the appetizers to the desert. A lunch based on saffron
recipes will follow. After lunch, we will transfer to the Madrid train station and a high- speed
train will transport us south to Seville, Andalusia.
Check in at hotel and a free evening to enjoy dinner at your own leisure.
**Overnight in Seville, Hotel Las Casas de la Juderia or similar
[Breakfast and Lunch included]

Day 6, Thursday 29th October: The Jamón Ibérico bellota farm tour, cutting and tasting
class of the most expensive cured ham in the world.
Chef’s note: The Ibérico pig is the
last of the grazing species in
Europe. Its natural environment,
the dehesa, the breeding method
which allows the pigs to roam
freely, this special breed of hog is
let loose to range free in the
forests, to search for and feast on
the acorns that fall from the oak
trees. The hams are salted and left
to cure in dark caverns for a year
and a half, to become the delicious
jamón ibérico; a ham fit for a king,
perhaps the most prized cured ham
in the world.

Today we venture to the Sierra de Aracena, home to the very famous Iberian pigs. These
acorn-fed animals are carefully bred and the region’s artisanal production guarantees the
cured ham’s unrivalled texture, aroma and taste. Considered to be the best ham in the world,
luxury connoisseurs savor every gram of this Iberian delicacy that literally melts in your
mouth.
A guided visit to a family run facility will explain the importance of the local surroundings,
the pig’s acorn diet and strict quality control of production and the curing process in making
quality pork products. After the visit, you will enjoy a carving class during which we’ll
attempt to learn the art of preparing and slicing the Iberico ham. Our traditional lunch will be
a tasting of the cured ham and other Iberico sausages (chorizo, salchichon, lomo, etc.) with a
selection of different barbecued Iberico pig cuts.
After our gourmet ham experience, we’ll return to Seville and the evening is free to enjoy at
your leisure. Seville is the artistic, cultural and financial capital of Andalusia. Located on the
banks of the Guadalquivir, the city is home to a rich Arab legacy and prospered as a busy
trading port with the Americas. We recommend strolling around this historic town and
discovering its secret corners and lively neighborhoods such as Macarena & Triana.
**Overnight in Seville, Hotel Las Casas de la Juderia, Hotel Palacio Villapanes or similar
[Breakfast and Lunch included]

Day 7, Friday 30st October: Discover the amazing Jerez-Sherry wines

Chef’s note: The white chalky soil of the Jerez
area, 'albariza,' is ideal for the cultivation of
Palamino grapes, which produce the sherry for
which Jerez is so well known.

After a short transfer from Seville, today we’ll visit
one of Jerez's most exclusive wineries, also referred
to locally as the wine cathedrals for their high vaulted
ceilings. Visiting these wineries of the Jerez-XérèsSherry is another entertaining way of getting to know
the region and its people. For over 3,000 years
different historical circumstances have molded the
identity of these particular wines, its production as
well as its producers. We'll discover the solera system
and appreciate the tradition by tasting directly from
the barrels eye. Our exclusive private visit will also
reveal the secret of VOS (Very Old Sherry, at least 20
years old) and VORS (Very Old Rare Sherry, at least
30 years old) sherry classification and how this
‘fractional blending’ given by the solera system is
truly the magic of making fabulous sherry wines.
We’ll understand the purpose and importance of the ‘flor’ and how it provides such
distinctive character to the wines. Following the winery visit, you will discover the amazing
world and varieties of Jerez wines and savor the different styles: Fino, Oloroso, Amontillado
y Palo Cortado.
Lunch will be at Taberna Juanito where we will be tasting a variety of its very famous and
traditional Andalusian Raciones (sharing dishes): Salmorejo (a local and thicker version of
Gazpacho), Chocos y cazón frito (traditional Andalusian fried fish), Alcachofas (the most
famous artichoke in Andalusia), Fideos con gambas (fideos with shrimps), Albóndigas al
oloroso (traditional meat balls with Jerez oloroso wine).
Once back to the Seville train station, we will take the high - speed train to Madrid. Check in
at hotel and a free evening to enjoy dinner at your own leisure.
**Overnight in Madrid: Hotel Petit Palace Santa Barbara or similar.
[Breakfast and Lunch Included

Day 8, Saturday 31st October: Madrid at your leisure and grand finale dinner.
Chef’s note: Great food starts
with the finest ingredients
available. A little creativity
goes a long way when you have
the greatest product to begin
your meal. W e have many
added surprises that are not in
this
itinerary
for
your
enjoyment.

Your last day will be free to
explore Madrid at your leisure.
Madrid, the capital of Spain, is a
cosmopolitan city with a large
cultural and artistic heritage, a
legacy of centuries of exciting history.
Be sure to be properly dressed for the Grand Finale dinner (jacket and tie required for men) at
one of the best restaurants in town: Restaurante La Terraza del Casino, one of the references
in Spain. In 1836, a group of romantic and progressive young men decided to look for a quiet
place to gather in peace and harmony away from the frenetic world of politics. They were
taking the first step toward what would become the Casino de Madrid. Located at the 3rd floor
of this historical building, the restaurant has Ferran Adriá as consulting Chef and his
outstanding disciple Paco Roncero as the head Chef will collaborate with Chef Blauberg on a
tasting menu for this evening. The spectacular tasting menu will be the grand finale of our
journey.
**Overnight in Madrid: Hotel Petit Palace Santa Barbara or similar.
[Breakfast and Dinner Included]
Day 9, Sunday 1st November: Madrid Departure
This morning, you can enjoy a leisurely breakfast at the hotel. Depending upon your flight
time, you will be divided up into small groups of no more than eight and transferred to the
airport.
[Breakfast Included]

Land Trip Costs For the Greatest 9 Days of Spanish Gastronomy
Total land trip cost based upon Room Sharing:
Double Occupancy supplement:

$7,690. USD per person

Single accommodations supplement

$1,950. USD per person

(Cost in addition to the double occupancy price)

Land Trip Costs Include:
• 8 nights Accommodation in 4 Star or Higher Properties
• World- Renowned Chef Host Erik Blauberg
• Luxury Motor Coach Transfers Throughout the Duration of the Trip
• Meals as indicated in the itinerary (B = breakfast, L = lunch, D= dinner, PL = partial
lunch, PD = partial dinner)
• Wine pairings as Indicated in the Itinerary
• Welcome Cocktail Reception and Dinner
• Tour and Explore the 8 Regions of the best food & Wine that Spain has to offer
• Saffron Cooking Class with Chef Host Erik Blauberg & Team
• Saffron Picking, Peeling and Toasting Class
• Olive Oil Tour and Tasting Experience
• Hands-on Cooking Experience at a Private Basque Cooking club-Sociedad
Gastronomica
• High Speed Train Transports as Indicated in the Itinerary
• Ibérico Pig Farm Experience
• Tour & Tasting of the Prestigious Winery of La Rioja, Viña Tondonia- Lopez de
Heredia
• Ibérico Ham Cutting Demo Class
• San Sebastian Tapas Crawl Dinner
• Jamón Ibérico Tasting Experience
• Andalucía Sherry Tasting and Tour
• Farewell Grand Finale Dinner with Host Chef Erik Blauberg & Local Chefs
• 24 hour Travel Concierge that Travels with the Group
Trip Costs Do Not Include:
• International Flights
• Travel Insurance
• Personal Gratuities
• Meals and Beverages Outside of the Itinerary
• Transportation and Transfers Outside of this Itinerary
• Items of Personal Nature
• Pre or Post Travel Services
We strongly suggest and recommend that you take out trip cancelation insurance and
extra heath care insurance. This itinerary is subject to change as we are closer to the
departure. The changes if any will be of the same standard or higher at no extra
charge.
*** Do not book air travel until you are notified of the final departure date 45 days
in advance (earlier if possible) by a Culinary Passport representative.
Final departure date will be dependent upon weather conditions in 2015, which influence
timing of the fall saffron harvest-which we do not want to miss. Our estimated departure date
range is in between the 3rd week of October and the 2nd week of November.

